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We stop coloring as we get older.

4. PUT A  BY THE TWO CORRECT ANSWERS. (lines 4-9)
What is the connection between coloring pictures and our everyday lives?
People who color (-).
…….. i)

are more helpful

…….. ii) stay at home more
¥ iii) do their jobs better
……..
…….. iv) work well with others
…….. v) have more creative jobs
¥ vi) develop better coordination
……..
(2X9=18 points)

5. Give ONE way that coloring helps us relax (lines 10-16)
When we focus on coloring a picture, we forget our worries.
ANSWER: ……………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………….. .
 ! -$   $  #$

(9 points)

6. According to lines 10-16, why do some people exercise their
brains more when coloring?
i) They don’t feel stress.
ii) They are doing something they like to do.
iii) They need to solve their problems.
iv) They didn’t color when they were children.

(9 points)

7. COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
Why does Martinez mention the color dark blue? (lines 17-22)
people use different colors or intensity of colors according
To show that……………………………………………………………………….
to their mood
……………………………………………………………………………….......
.
 ! -$   $  #$

(10 points)

8. Give ONE way that coloring improves Martinez's mood? (lines 17-22)
Coloring comforts her
ANSWER: …………………………………………………………………………

 ! -$   $  #$

(9 points)

9. How do we know that coloring books are popular in Europe? (lines 23-27)
They have become best sellers in France and Britain.
ANSWER: …………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

10. According to lines 23-29, the writer says that coloring is good for
adults because (-).
i) it is popular today
ii) adults like abstract drawings
iii) it is fun to do
iv) adults have a lot of free time

.
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:5 ʤʬʠʹ
-

It takes us back to our childhood , a time when we probably had
much less stress.

:7 ʤʬʠʹ
-

different colors express different feelings.
:8 ʤʬʠʹ

-

Coloring gives her peace.

-

Coloring lets her enjoy herself.

